「 WiiRemote Programming」
」 (Ohmsha, Japan)
This book is world first programming text book for practical use of WiiRemote (wiimote, Nintendo’s
Wii controller) by PC which was put on sale on July 2009. Currently, we are looking for a publishing
firm in the English-speaking countries. We are waiting for your contact.
Akihiko SHIRAI (shirai@mail.com) & Takayuki KOSAKA (takayuki.kosaka@gmail.com)

Abstract: A programming study book for interactive technique by using WiiRemote.
The programming which utilizes “WiiRemote”, distinctive controller of topical home game
player “Wii” by PC is now gaining attention. It was not possible to create or obtain the devices with
high performance acceleration sensor and infrared sensor in individual level which makes
programming possible with BT connection. But it becomes easily available with low price by
appearance of WiiRemote and many people are interested in this now.
This book explains the programming to deal with WiiRemote from PC for programming
beginners who are interested in the practical use of WiiRemote. As a game programming manual,
close to the hardware, it explains source code step by step and makes self-study of interaction
technique possible with concrete sample development. Programming language supports C/C++,
C#.NET, ActionScript 3 and Processing.
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